Eclipse CS
The complete cost control system
from estimate to final account and beyond

Packed full
of features

Imagine software that will meet your
demands, give you an easy to use interface
while managing the most complex to the

EclipseCS comes bundled with tools designed
to allow you to work faster, more efficiently
and more precisely.

simplest tasks required of it. When using
EclipseCS you will be able to work faster,
feel more confident and in control of your
costs. EclipseCS is a modern, highly flexible,
genuine multi-user, estimating, tendering
and post contract solution specifically




developed for the Building, Civil Engineering
and other industries.



EclipseCS is a new and innovative complete



software solution from the people that
brought you Cheops, Everest and RIPAC. For
more than 35 years our goal has been to be



the best in the industry and provide the most
comprehensive and powerful software.



Powerful rate management and analysis
Unlimited creation and use of Templates promote
reusability
Measure in accordance with Standards, make use of
our built-in Phraseologies
Promote standardisation within your organisation with
the ability to create libraries of items either priced or
not, that can be used by everyone on any job
Improve the confidence of your estimates. The Project
benchmarking feature lets you compare historic jobs
side by side with indexes applied, giving you a great
picture of costs for similar Projects.
Multi-lingual capability
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Easy to Use

The stylish, smart and contemporary interface has features
which are intuitive and designed to make using EclipseCS
more efficient.






Eliminate the need to go to separate windows/
screens to do your rate and dimension
build-ups, EclipseCS has everything on the one
screen with its dedicated build-up panes
Modern style ribbon bar
Save time using the comprehensive cut, copy, paste
and move features
Comprehensive online user manual describes
everything you need to know

Flexibility
Powered by a unique hierarchical data
structure, EclipseCS offers significant
data mining and business intelligence
capabilities using a suite of tools which
simplifies the creation and manipulation
of cost data.









Work as a team with genuine multi-user
capabilities eliminating the need to merge
separately measured sections
Re-arrange your data into any structure
you like easily and quickly e.g. transform
a Trade based estimate into an Elemental
or Package based one and vice versa
You control who has access to what
features and functions within the system
with our security tools
Your existing corporate spreadsheet
templates can be recreated in EclipseCS
using unique ‘User Defined Columns’
including cell referencing, formulas,
calculations and formatting.

Peace
of Mind
Built into EclipseCS are a suite of smart
features and tools designed to improve
your confidence and prevent unwanted
data loss.













Remove the need for individual Project
files on your PC which can get damaged
or lost. A secured central database
ensures all your data is in one place and
backed up regularly
Never lose data. The ‘Crash Recovery’
feature lets you pick up right where you
left off, even in the event of power loss
Have you priced and quantified
everything you need to? The ‘Unpriced’
and ‘Unmeasured’ feature checks to see
if you have forgotten to put a rate or
quantity against an item
Feel confident that all calculations are
accurate and complete, no need to
keep recalculating the Worksheet when
changes are made, EclipseCS does all
the work for you
The security permissions feature lets
you be selective of who has access to
what Projects and functions within the
application
Track your activity with a full audit trail of
Who, When, Where and What
Spell-check, Undo & Redo

Increase your efficiency, improve
your accuracy, and take control of
what you measure.

Cutting Edge
Technology
Developed for the modern
Windows platforms, EclipseCS
uses cutting edge Microsoft
technologies such as .NET
and SQL Server Databases
to increase performance and
reliability.




Access EclipseCS anywhere
using Cloud technology
32 and 64bit capable
Take your software to site with
the ability to run EclipseCS on
a Windows Tablet

Get Creative
As part of the EclipseCS software a full report
designer is included. Create your own custom
reports, title pages, headers, corporate logos
and many more.








Eliminate the need to use external software
to do your reports, it can now be handled in
the one system with live linked data feeds
Create table of contents, graphs and charts
Link various reports together into one
document, arranged into any order you
choose
Bill of Quantities style reports with all the
formatting done for you
Identify budget and resource category
spread within your estimate E.g. values of
Materials, Plant and Labour etc.
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Digital Measurement

Increase your efficiency, improve your accuracy, and take control of what you
measure. Our fully integrated Digital Measurement tool streamlines your take
off and allows you to keep an audit trail for every dimension.
Digital Measurement is also offered as a standalone product.











Take-off quantities quickly and easily
direct from PDF, CAD and BIM file
formats live linked with the EclipseCS
Worksheet
Highly intuitive and modern interface
makes measuring from electronic
drawings easy
Suited for the most basic of take-off
requirements to the most complex
Work on and display multiple drawings
at the same time
Mark-up measurements in any colour
when done to categorise
Control what you see by turning drawing
layers on or off
Take advantage of CAD file formats
without the need for CAD software.
Different measurement modes
speed up the take-off process e.g.
automatically capture the floor areas or
the number of doors on a drawing













Mark-up drawings with your own notes
ready for printing
One measurement calculates numerous
values e.g. measure a room area to
determine perimeter, volume and vertical
area
Structure the way you measure with
dimensions allocated to groups and sub
groups
Comprehensive copy and move
functionality
Full audit of who created data and when
Measure and display in Metric or
Imperial units or both
Easily find where a measurement came
from with the highlight measure feature
which will zoom in and display on which
drawing a measurement in the estimate
worksheet came from
No need to refresh. Quantities are live
updated as measurements are changed

Software Support
Our Software Support subscription entitles the user to receive
support and regular software upgrades. Consideration is given
to requests from active users for desirable new features.
Training
A range of training options are available. Training can be carried out on
site with the user’s computer or by remote training sessions online.
Installation
EclipseCS can either be installed by your IT department, or by our staff
either in-house or remotely. It is installed and configured to meet your IT
department requirements, and set up ready to use.

Eclipse CS
We would be pleased to talk to you about our EclipseCS software
and provide you with a demonstration either at your offices or via
the internet
Contact us as below or visit our website
Australasia
Phone: +61 (08) 8366 6588
Email: info@eclipsecs.com.au
Web: www.eclipsecs.com.au

Europe
Phone: +44 (0)20 8315 6651
Email: enq@cssp.co.uk
Web: www.cssp.co.uk

